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THE DISTRIBUTION OF VALUES OF THE POINCARE´
PAIRING FOR HYPERBOLIC RIEMANN SURFACES
YIANNIS N. PETRIDIS AND MORTEN S. RISAGER
Abstract. For a cocompact group of SL2(R) we fix a non-zero harmonic
1-form α. We normalize and order the values of the Poincare´ pairing 〈γ, α〉
according to the length of the corresponding closed geodesic l(γ). We prove
that these normalized values have a Gaussian distribution.
1. Introduction
Let X be a differentiable manifold. We have the pairing between homology
and cohomology:
H1(X,R)×H1dR(X,R)→ R
and a projection φ : Γ = π1(X) → H1(X,Z). Let 〈·, ·〉 be the composition of the
two maps:
〈γ, α〉 =
∫
φ(γ)
α.
We would like to study the distribution of the values of this for a fixed 1-form
α. In previous work the authors [14, 17] have studied this problem for compact
and finite volume hyperbolic surfaces. In both articles we found as limiting dis-
tribution the normal Gaussian distribution. However, the ordering of the group
elements was not geometric: in [14] we ordered the group elements by realizing
Γ = π1(X) as a discrete subgroup of SL2(R), setting γ =
(
a b
c d
)
and order-
ing γ according to c2 + d2. In [17] the matrix elements are ordered according to
(a2 + b2)(c2 + d2). In both cases the ordering appears to be forced on us by the
methods used: Eisenstein series associated with the problem in which the group
elements are naturally summed in the above-mentioned fashion. There is a more
natural geometric ordering. To every conjugacy class {γ} corresponds a unique
closed oriented geodesic of length l(γ). Let π(x) = #{{γ}|γ prime, l(γ) ≤ x}. The
prime number theorem for closed geodesics states that
(1.1) π(x) ∼ ex/x
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as x→∞ and can be proved using the Selberg trace formula ([9, 2]). In this article
we consider the distribution of the values of the Poincare´ pairing where we order
the elements of Γ according to the lengths l(γ).
Theorem 1.1. Let
[γ, α] =
√
vol(X)
2 ‖α‖2 l(γ)
∫
φ(γ)
α.
Then
# {γ ∈ π1(X)|[γ, α] ∈ [a, b], l(γ) ≤ x}
#{γ ∈ π1(X)|l(γ) ≤ x} →
1√
2π
∫ b
a
e−t
2/2 dt
as x→∞.
To prove this theorem we use the method of moments, see [12].
Our approach is quite traditional: the Selberg trace formula, via the Selberg
zeta function and its derivatives in character varieties. The geometric side gives us
estimates for sums of 〈γ, α〉n ordered according to l(γ). The spectral side involves
the spectrum of the Laplace operator, as encoded in its resolvent R(s) = (∆ +
s(1 − s))−1. To extract information from the spectral side, we use perturbations
of the resolvent.
We follow the spirit of our previous work, which was motivated by the ques-
tion of finding the distribution and the moments of modular symbols. For this
purpose Goldfeld [5, 6] introduced Eisenstein series associated with modular sym-
bols. In [17] the second author introduced and studied the properties of hyperbolic
Eisenstein series associated with modular symbols. Our current work uses the Sel-
berg zeta function and its derivatives in various directions in character varieties.
Such perturbations were first studied by Fay [4].
Remark 1.2. The study of the first moments
π(x, α) =
∑
γ∈π1(X)
l(γ)≤x
∫
φ(γ)
α
was initiated by Zelditch [23, 24] in relation to Bowen’s equidistribution theorem
for closed geodesics. He proved bounds of the form π(x, α) = o(x/ ln(x)) for α
an automorphic form (perpendicular to the constants). He treated also finite-area
hyperbolic surfaces. The technique in [23, 24] is the trace formula for the composi-
tion of two operators: standard convolution with a point-pair invariant, followed by
multiplication by α. Our work shows how (in principle) one could get asymptotics
for π(x, α) depending on the Laurent series of the resolvent at s = 1.
Remark 1.3. Estimating the number of closed geodesics (periods of the geodesic
flow) with length less than x and certain constraints on its periods can be done
using Lalley’s theorem [11], see also [1], [19]. The constraints discussed in these
articles restrict the periods to lie in a compact interval, say, [a, b]. In our theorem we
roughly restrict the periods to lie in intervals [a
√
l(γ), b
√
l(γ)]. In [20] a Gaussian
law similar to ours is stated, as a consequence of [11] and [1]. Sharp [20] also gets
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a local limit theorem. The method in all these papers is to use the thermodynamic
formalism and as a consequence the results apply to variable negative curvature.
We stick to a more classical approach using the Selberg trace formula and get more
explicit results.
2. The Selberg Zeta Function
Let Γ be a discrete subgroup of PSL2(R) with compact quotient X = Γ\H.
Here H is the upper half-plane. The Selberg zeta function is defined as
(2.1) Z(s, χ) =
∏
{γ0}
∞∏
k=0
(1− χ(γ0)N(γ0)−s−k),
where χ is a unitary character of Γ and the product is over primitive conjugacy
classes, i.e. γ0 is not a power of another element in Γ. The norm N(γ) is defined
as follows. We conjugate (in SL2(R)) the hyperbolic matrix γ to
(
m 0
0 m−1
)
with m > 1. Then N(γ) = m2. There is a simple relation between N(γ) and l(γ):
l(γ) = log(N(γ)). The product in (2.1) converges absolutely for ℜ(s) > 1. We shall
use the following convention: if in a product or sum the group elements carry a
subscript 0, then it extends over primitive elements/conjugacy classes. If not, then
it extends over all group elements/conjugacy classes. For our purposes we need in
fact a family of characters
χ(·, ǫ) : Γ → S1
γ 7→ exp(−iǫ 〈γ, α〉).
We will denote the corresponding Selberg zeta functions by Z(s, ǫ). As in [8] ,Prop.
3.5, p. 56, 4.2, p. 67, we have the following splitting of Z ′(s, ǫ)/Z(s, ǫ):
(2.2)
Z ′(s, ǫ)
Z(s, ǫ)
=
∑
{γ0}
χ(γ0, ǫ) ln(N(γ0))
N(γ0)s
+A1(s, ǫ) +A2(s, ǫ),
where
(2.3) A1(s, ǫ) =
∑
{γ}
χ(γ, ǫ) ln(N(γ0))
N(γ)s[N(γ)− 1]
and
(2.4) A2(s, ǫ) =
∑
{γ0}
ln(N(γ0))
χ(γ0, ǫ)
2N(γ0)
−2s
1− χ(γ0, ǫ)N(γ0)−s .
We have the following lemma based on [3]:
Lemma 2.1.
〈γ, α〉 =
∫
φ(γ)
α = O(lnN(γ)),
where the implied constant depends on the group only.
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Proof. We let F ⊆ H be the normal polygon with i in its interior. We may pick
generators γ1, . . . γM such that γj(F ) is a neighboring fundamental domain. We
may write every γ ∈ Γ as
γ =
k(γ)∏
j=1
γmj , where mj ∈ {1, . . . ,M}
We let C = max{|〈γj , α〉| |j = 1 . . .M}. Clearly |〈γ, α〉| ≤ Ck(γ). We now quote
[3], Satz 1, to conclude the existence of constants aΓ, bΓ such that
(2.5) k(γ) ≤ aΓ log(a2 + b2 + c2 + d2) + bΓ.
Here a, b, c, d are the entries of γ.
Pick B > 0 such that B ≥ d(i, x) for all x ∈ F . Here d(·, ·) is the hyperbolic
distance in H. Such B exists since X is compact. Since l(γ) = infx∈F d(x, γx) we
conclude from
d(i, γi) ≤ d(i, x) + d(x, γx) + d(γx, γi) = d(x, γx) + 2d(i, x) ≤ d(x, γx) + 2B
that d(i, γi) ≤ l(γ) + 2B. One may check that
coshd(i, γi) =
(
1 +
|i− γi|2
2ℑ(i)ℑ(γi)
)
=
a2 + b2 + c2 + d2
2
.
Hence
log(a2 + b2 + c2 + d2) = log(2 cosh(d(i, γi)))
≤ log(2(cosh(l(γ) + 2B)))
= log(elogN(γ)+2B + e− logN(γ)−2B) = O(log(N(γ)))
which finishes the proof. 
Using Lemma 2.1 and [8], Prop. 2.5, we easily see that the series A1(s, ǫ)
converges absolutely for ℜ(s) > 0, that A2(s, ǫ) converges absolutely for ℜ(s) > 1/2
and the same is true for the derivatives in ǫ of all order for A1(s, ǫ) and A2(s, ǫ).
To apply the standard methods of analytic number theory we study the series
(2.6) E(s, ǫ) =
∑
{γ0}
χ(γ0, ǫ) ln(N(γ0))
N(γ0)s
and its derivatives at ǫ = 0
(2.7) E(n)(s, 0) =
∑
{γ0}
(−i)n 〈γ0, α〉n ln(N(γ0))
N(γ0)s
.
We need to know the pole order at s = 1 and the leading term in the Laurent
expansion of the derivatives in ǫ of Z ′(s, ǫ)/Z(s, ǫ) at ǫ = 0, and we need to control
the derivatives as functions of s on vertical lines for ℜ(s) > 1/2. The series (2.7) is
similar to the Eisenstein series twisted by modular symbols introduced by Goldfeld
[5] and their holomorphic analogues introduced by Eichler [3].
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3. The automorphic Laplacian
The beautiful connection between the Selberg zeta function and the spectrum
of the automorphic Laplacian goes through the Selberg trace formula. We shall
only briefly touch upon this connection and refer to [8, 2, 18, 22] for further details.
We let
∆ = y2
(
∂2
∂x2
+
∂2
∂y2
)
be the Laplace operator for the upper half-plane. We consider the space
L2(Γ\H, χ(·, ǫ))
of (Γ, χ(·, ǫ))-automorphic functions, i.e. functions f : H→ C where
f(γz) = χ(γ, ǫ)f(z),
and ∫
Γ\H
|f(z)|2 dµ(z).
Here dµ(z) = y−2dxdy is the invariant Riemannian measure on H derived from the
Poincare´ metric ds2 = y−2(dx2+dy2). We shall denote by ‖·‖ the usual norm in the
Hilbert space L2(Γ\H, χ(·, ǫ)). The automorphic Laplacian L˜(ǫ) is the closure of
the operator acting on smooth functions in L2(Γ\H, χ(·, ǫ)) by ∆f . The spectrum
of L˜(ǫ) is discrete and −L˜(ǫ) is nonnegative with eigenvalues
0 ≤ λ0(ǫ) ≤ λ1(ǫ) ≤ . . . ,
satisfying limn→∞ λn(ǫ) =∞,
(3.1)
∞∑
n=1
λn(ǫ)
−2 <∞,
and
(3.2) # {λn(ǫ) ≤ λ} ∼ vol (Γ\H)
4π
λ as λ→∞.
The corresponding eigenfunctions {φn(ǫ)}∞n=0 may be chosen such that they form a
complete orthonormal family. The first eigenvalue is zero if and only if ǫ = 0 and in
this case it is a simple eigenvalue. We consider two additional spectral problems on
Γ\H: the Dirichlet problem and the Neumann (free boundary) problem. We denote
their corresponding eigenvalues by ln and µn respectively. Using the Rayleigh
quotient we easily get: µn ≤ λn(ǫ) ≤ ln for all ǫ. This implies for the spectral
counting functions
(3.3)
vol (Γ\H)
4π
λ ∼ ND(λ) ≤ Nǫ(λ) ≤ NN (λ) ∼ vol (Γ\H)
4π
λ as λ→∞.
The resolvent R˜(s, ǫ) = (L˜(ǫ) + s(1 − s))−1, defined off the spectrum of L˜(ǫ), is a
Hilbert-Schmidt L2(Γ\H, χ(·, ǫ)) operator. It is holomorphic in s, and its operator
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norm may be bounded as
(3.4)
∥∥∥R˜(s, ǫ)∥∥∥
∞
≤ 1
dist(s(s− 1), spec(L˜(ǫ))) ≤
1
|t| (2σ − 1) ,
where s = σ + it, σ > 1/2. We recall that for a compact operator, T , the singular
values, {βk}∞k=0, are defined as the square roots of the eigenvalues of T ∗T , i.e.
T ∗Tf =
∞∑
k=1
β2k(f, ψk)ψk, β1 ≥ β2 ≥ . . . > 0,
where {ψk}∞k=0 forms a complete orthonormal family. When T is symmetric the
singular values are the absolute values of the eigenvalues of T . The p-norm is
defined by
‖T ‖pp =
∞∑
k=0
βpk .
When p = 2 this is the Hilbert-Schmidt norm and when p = 1 this is the trace
norm.
We shall need a bound on the Hilbert-Schmidt norm of the resolvent. We let
s = σ + it.
Lemma 3.1. For fixed σ > 1/2 the Hilbert-Schmidt norm of the resolvent is
bounded as |t| → ∞. More precisely
(3.5)
∥∥∥R˜(s, ǫ)∥∥∥
2
≤ O((2σ − 1)−1)
as t→∞. The involved constant depends only on the group Γ.
Proof. Let λn(ǫ) = 1/4 + rn(ǫ)
2 with rn(ǫ) ∈ R+ ∪ iR+. Then s(1 − s) − λn(ǫ) =
−((s− 1/2)2 + rn(ǫ)2). Hence∥∥∥R˜(s, ǫ)∥∥∥2
2
=
∞∑
n=0
1
|(s− 1/2)2 + rn(ǫ)2|2
(3.6)
=
∞∑
n=0
1
|(σ − 1/2) + i(t+ rn(ǫ))|2 |(σ − 1/2) + i(t− rn(ǫ))|2
For rn(ǫ) ∈ iR+ all individual summands is less than t−4 and, since there can only
be finitely many small eigenvalues , the sum over small eigenvalues is Oǫ(t
−4).
For 0 ≤ rn(ǫ) ≤ 2t the individual summands is less than ((σ − 1/2)t)−2 and
(3.3) says that there is O(t2) elements in the sum. Hence∑
0≤rn(ǫ)≤2t
1
|(s− 1/2)2 + rn(ǫ)2|2
= O((σ − 1/2)−2).
When rn(ǫ) > 2t we have rn(ǫ)− t > rn(ǫ)/2 and hence the individual terms
in the sum may be bounded by rn(ǫ)
−4. We therefore have∑
rn(ǫ)>2t
1
|(s− 1/2)2 + rn(ǫ)2|2
≤ 4
∑
rn(ǫ)>2t
1
rn(ǫ)4
= O(t−2)
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which finishes the proof. (We have again used (3.3) for the last equality.) 
We fix z0 ∈ H and introduce unitary operators
(3.7)
U(ǫ) : L2(Γ\H) → L2(Γ\H, χ(·, ǫ))
f 7→ exp
(
iǫ
∫ z
z0
α
)
f(z).
We then define
L(ǫ) = U−1(ǫ)L˜(ǫ)U(ǫ)(3.8)
R(s, ǫ) = U−1(ǫ)R˜(s, ǫ)U(ǫ).(3.9)
This ensures that L(ǫ) and R(s, ǫ) act on the fixed space L2(Γ\H). It is then easy
to verify that
L(ǫ)h = ∆h+ 2iǫ 〈dh, α〉 − iǫδ(α)h− ǫ2 〈α, α〉(3.10)
(L(ǫ) + s(1− s))R(s, ǫ) =R(s, ǫ)(L(ǫ) + s(1− s)) = I.(3.11)
Here
〈f1dz + f2dz, g1dz + g2dz〉 = 2y2(f1g1 + f2g2)
δ(pdx+ qdy) = −y2(px + qy).
We notice that δ(α) = 0. We notice also that
L(1)(ǫ)h = 2i 〈dh, α〉 − 2ǫ 〈α, α〉 ,(3.12)
L(2)(ǫ)h = −2 〈α, α〉 ,(3.13)
L(i)(ǫ)h = 0, when i ≥ 3.(3.14)
(We use superscript (n) to denote the n’th derivative in ǫ.) Fix κ > 1. The resolvent
and the Selberg zeta function are connected through the following identity, see [8],
Theorem 4.10, p. 72 ,:
1
1− 2s
Z ′
Z
(s, ǫ)− 1
1− 2κ
Z ′
Z
(κ, ǫ) =
∞∑
n=0
(
1
s(1− s)− λn(ǫ) −
1
κ(1− κ)− λn(ǫ)
)
− vol(Γ\H)
2π
∞∑
k=0
(
1
s+ k
− 1
κ+ k
)
.
(3.15)
We note that by the Hilbert identity
(3.16) R(s, ǫ)−R(κ, ǫ) = −(s(1− s)− κ(1− κ))R(s, ǫ)R(κ, ǫ)
the difference of resolvents is the product of two Hilbert-Schmidt operators. Hence,
by the inequality
(3.17) ‖ST ‖1 ≤ ‖S‖2 ‖T ‖2
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we conclude that R(s, ǫ)−R(κ, ǫ) is of the trace class. We can therefore define the
trace
(3.18) tr (R(s, ǫ)−R(κ, ǫ)) =
∞∑
n=0
((R(s, ǫ)−R(κ, ǫ))ψn, ψn).
We note that this enables us to write (3.15) in the form
(3.19)
1
1− 2s
Z ′
Z
(s, ǫ)− 1
1− 2κ
Z ′
Z
(κ, ǫ) = tr (R(s, ǫ)−R(κ, ǫ)) +Q(s),
whereQ(s) is the last sum in (3.15) (Note that R(s, ǫ)−R(κ, ǫ) and R˜(s, ǫ)−R˜(κ, ǫ)
have the same trace). It is this identity that we shall study to obtain information
about the analytic properties of (2.7).
We want to see how this behaves as |t| → ∞. It is easy to see ([8], p. 80 )
that if s = σ + it then for fixed σ > 0 we have Q(s) = O(log t). From (3.5) and
(3.17) we conclude that when σ > 1/2
(3.20) tr (R(s, ǫ)−R(κ, ǫ)) = O(t2).
(By more careful estimates one may prove O(t). See [8], Eq. (4.8)) Note that when
ǫ = 0 this proves that E(z, s) grows at most like O(t3) on vertical lines σ > 1/2
(See (2.2)). We wish to prove something similar for E(n)(s, ǫ). To obtain this we
differentiate (3.11) in ǫ and get
R(n)(s, ǫ) =−
n−1∑
i=0
(
n
i
)
R(i)(s, ǫ)L(n−i)(ǫ)R(s, ǫ)(3.21)
=−
n∑
i=1
(
n
i
)
R(s, ǫ)L(i)(ǫ)R(n−i)(s, ǫ).
This is naturally the second Neumann series for the resolvent. We use L(i)(ǫ) = 0
for i ≥ 3, which reduces (3.21) to
R(1)(s, ǫ) = −R(s, ǫ)L(1)(ǫ)R(s, ǫ)
(3.22)
R(n)(s, ǫ) = −
((
n
1
)
R(s, ǫ)L(1)(ǫ)R(n−1)(s, ǫ) +
(
n
2
)
R(s, ǫ)L(2)(ǫ)R(n−2)(s, ǫ)
)
We need the following lemma:
Lemma 3.2. The operators R(s, ǫ)L(i)(ǫ), L(i)(ǫ)R(s, ǫ) are bounded and their
norms grow at most polynomially for s on a fixed line ℜ(s) = σ > 1/2. More
precisely we have∥∥∥R(s, ǫ)L(1)(ǫ)∥∥∥
∞
= O(|t|),
∥∥∥L(1)(ǫ)R(s, ǫ)∥∥∥
∞
= O(|t|),(3.23) ∥∥∥R(s, ǫ)L(2)(ǫ)∥∥∥
∞
= O
(
|t|−1
)
,
∥∥∥L(2)(ǫ)R(s, ǫ)∥∥∥
∞
= O
(
|t|−1
)
.(3.24)
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Proof. The claim in (3.24) follows easily from (3.4) and the fact that L(2)(ǫ) is
bounded since it is just a multiplication operator on a compact set. The first claim
in (3.23) follows from the second since
∥∥∥R(s, ǫ)L(1)(ǫ)∥∥∥
∞
=
∥∥∥(R(s, ǫ)L(1)(ǫ))∗∥∥∥
∞
=
∥∥∥L(1)(ǫ)R(s, ǫ)∥∥∥
∞
.
To prove the remaining case we use Sobolev s-norms, ‖·‖Hs and the fact that for
any second order elliptic operator P there exist a c′ such that
‖u‖H2 ≤ c′(‖u‖+ ‖Pu‖).
We shall use P = L(ǫ). Hence
∥∥∥L(1)(R(s, ǫ))u∥∥∥ ≤c ‖R(s, ǫ)u‖H1
≤c ‖R(s, ǫ)u‖H2
≤c′(‖R(s, ǫ)u‖+ ‖L(ǫ)R(s, ǫ)u‖)
=c′(‖R(s, ǫ)u‖+ ‖s(1− s)R(s, ǫ)u+ u‖)
where we have used (3.11). The result now follows from (3.4). 
Theorem 3.3. For fixed σ = ℜ(s) the difference
R(n)(s, ǫ)−R(n)(κ, ǫ)
is of the trace class and the trace grows at most polynomially in |t| = |ℑ(s)|. For
1/2 < σ ≤ 1 we have
tr
(
R(n)(s, ǫ)−R(n)(κ, ǫ)
)
= O(|t|n+2+ε).
Proof. Clearly |tr (·)| ≤ ‖·‖1. From (3.22) it is clear that R(n)(s, ǫ) is a linear
combination of terms of the form R(s, ǫ)
∏m
i=1(L
ki(ǫ)R(s, ǫ)) where ki ∈ {1, 2}. It
is also clear that one of the terms is a constant times R(s, ǫ)(L(1)(ǫ)R(s, ǫ))n and
that none of the products have more than n terms. We shall prove by induction
that
∥∥∥∥∥R(s, ǫ)
m∏
i=1
(Lki(ǫ)R(s, ǫ))−R(κ, ǫ)
m∏
i=1
(Lki(ǫ)R(κ, ǫ))
∥∥∥∥∥
1
= O(|t|2+n)
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for m ≤ n. The case n = 0 is (3.20). In the general case we add and subtract
R(s, ǫ)
∏m
i=1(L
ki(ǫ)R(κ, ǫ)) and find∥∥∥∥∥R(s, ǫ)
m∏
i=1
(Lki(ǫ)R(s, ǫ))−R(κ, ǫ)
m∏
i=1
(Lki(ǫ)R(κ, ǫ))
∥∥∥∥∥
1
≤
∥∥∥∥∥R(s, ǫ)
(
m∏
i=1
(Lki(ǫ)R(s, ǫ))−
m∏
i=1
(Lki(ǫ)R(κ, ǫ))
)∥∥∥∥∥
1
+
∥∥∥∥∥(R(s, ǫ)−R(κ, ǫ))
m∏
i=1
(Lki(ǫ)R(κ, ǫ))
∥∥∥∥∥
1
≤ ∥∥R(s, ǫ)Lkm∥∥
∞
∥∥∥∥∥R(s, ǫ)
m−1∏
i=1
(Lki(ǫ)R(s, ǫ))−R(κ, ǫ)
m−1∏
i=1
(Lki(ǫ)R(κ, ǫ))
∥∥∥∥∥
1
+ ‖R(s, ǫ)−R(κ, ǫ)‖1
∥∥∥∥∥
m∏
i=1
(Lki(ǫ)R(κ, ǫ))
∥∥∥∥∥
∞
.
We quote Lemma 3.2 and use the induction hypothesis. This completes the induc-
tion. We conclude that
(3.25)
∥∥∥R(n)(s, ǫ)−R(n)(κ, ǫ)∥∥∥
1
= O(|t|2+n).

Equation (2.2) together with the fact that all derivatives in ǫ of A1(s, ǫ) and
A2(s, ǫ) are absolutely convergent for ℜ(s) > 1/2 enables us to conclude from
Theorem 3.3 that the function E(n)(s, ǫ) grows at most polynomially in t on every
fixed vertical line σ > 1/2.
4. The pole at s = 1.
In this section we identify the pole order and the leading term of E(n)(s) =
E(n)(s, 0) at s = 1. (In E(n)(s, ǫ), R(s, ǫ) and L(n)(ǫ)) we shall often omit 0 from
the notation when we put ǫ = 0). We note that E(s) has a first order pole with
residue 1 at this point as is easily seen from (3.15). Since
(4.1)
dn
dǫn
(
1
1−2s
Z ′
Z
(s, ǫ)− 1
1−2κ
Z ′
Z
(κ, ǫ)
)∣∣∣∣
ǫ=0
=tr
(
R(n)(s)−R(n)(κ)
)
equation (3.22) and the fact that R(n)(s) is holomorphic in ℜ(s) > 1 enables us to
conclude that the left-hand side is holomorphic in ℜ(s) > 1.
We recall that close to s = 1
(4.2) R(s) =
∞∑
i=−1
Ri(s− 1)i, R−1 = −P0
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and that R(s)−R−1(s− 1)−1 is holomorphic in ℜ(s) > h. Here h = ℜ(s1), s1(1−
s1) = λ1 is the first small eigenvalue, and P0f = 〈f, vol(Γ\H)−1/2〉 vol (Γ\H)−1/2
is the projection of f to the zero eigenspace.
To understand the meromorphic structure of (4.1) at s = 1, we must un-
derstand the meromorphic structure of R(n)(s). The crucial observation is that
(4.3) L(1)P0 = 0, P0L
(1) = 0.
The first equality follows from the fact that L(1) is a differentiation operator while
P0 projects to the constants. The second equality follows from the first by using
that both operators are selfadjoint. Using this we can now prove:
Lemma 4.1. For n ≥ 0, R(n)(s) has a singularity at s = 1 of at most order
[n/2] + 1. If n = 2m the singularity is of order m+ 1 and the (m+1)-term in the
expansion around s = 1 is
(2m)!
2m
(−1)mR−1(L(2)R−1)m.
Proof. The claim about n = 0 is contained in (4.2). The proof is induction in n
but for clarity we do n = 1, 2 by hand. Using (3.22) and (4.2) we see that R(1)(s, 0)
has a pole of at most second order and that the singular part is
R−1L
(1)R−1(s− 1)−2 + (R0L(1)R−1 +R−1L(1)R0)(s− 1)−1.
But this is zero by (4.3). Hence R(1)(s) is regular at s = 1.
For n = 2 we note that by (4.2) and (4.3) R(s)L(1) is regular. Hence we find
that the first term in
R(2)(s) = −
((
2
1
)
R(s)L(1)R(1)(s) +
(
2
2
)
R(s)L(2)R(s)
)
is regular. By (4.2) the second term is of at most order two with leading term
−(22)R−1L(2)R−1.
In the general case we note that, since R(s)L(1) is regular the first term in
R(n)(s) = −
((
n
1
)
R(s)L(1)R(n−1)(s) +
(
n
2
)
R(s)L(2)R(n−2)(s)
)
has at most a pole of the same order as R(n−1)(s). By (4.2) the second term has a
pole of order at most one more than that of R(n−2)(s). The claim about the order
of the pole follows. The claim about the leading term also follows once we note
that (
2m
2
)
. . .
(
6
2
)(
4
2
)(
2
2
)
=
(2m)!
2m
.

Using this we can now prove the following theorem. Let ‖α‖2 = ∫Γ\H 〈α, α〉 dµ(z).
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Theorem 4.2. The function E(n)(s) is identically zero for n odd. If n = 2m the
function E(n)(z, s) has a pole of order m+ 1 and the leading term is
(−1)m (2m)! ‖α‖
2m
vol(Γ\H)m .
Proof. For n odd the group elements γ and γ−1 contribute opposite values in (2.7).
When n is even, we notice that by (3.19) and (2.2) the leading term of E(n)(s) is
minus the leading term of tr
(
R(n)(s)− (R(n)(κ)). Using the above lemma, (2.2)
and the fact that the derivatives of A1(s) and A2(s) are holomorphic in ℜ(s) > 1/2
we immediately get the claim about the pole orders. The calculation of the leading
term follows from the observation that
∞∑
k=0
(R−1(L
(2)R−1)
mψk, ψk) = −((L(2)R−1)mψ0, ψ0)
=
(−1)m+1
vol (Γ\H)m
(∫
Γ\H
−2 〈α, α〉 dµ(z)
)m

5. Calculating the moments
We are now ready to prove Theorem 1.1. The proof uses the method of
asymptotical moments precisely as in [14, 17]. From Theorem 4.2, Theorem 3.3
and Lemma 2.1 we may conclude, using a more or less standard contour integration
argument (see [14, 17] for details), that as T →∞
(5.1)
∑
{γ0}
N(γ0)≤T
〈γ0, α〉n logN(γ0) =


(2m)! ‖α‖2m
m! vol (Γ\H)mT (logT )
m +O(T (logT )m−1), n = 2m,
0, n = 2m+ 1.
Let now
(5.2) [γ, α] =
√
vol(Γ\H)
2 log(N(γ)) ‖α‖2 〈γ, α〉
We then define the random variable XT with probability measure
(5.3) P (XT ∈ [a, b]) = #{{γ0}|N(γ0) ≤ T, [γ0, α] ∈ [a, b]}
#{{γ0}|N(γ0) ≤ T }
We want to calculate the asymptotical moments of these, i.e. find
(5.4) Mn(XT ) =
1
#{{γ0}|N(γ0) ≤ T }
∑
{γ0}
N(γ0)≤T
[γ0, α]
n
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as T → ∞. We note that by the prime number theorem for closed geodesics (or
(5.1)) the denominator is asymptotically T/ logT . By partial summation we have∑
N(γ0)≤T
[γ0, α]
n =
vol(Γ\H)n/2
‖α‖n 2n/2
∑
N(γ0)≤T
〈γ0, α〉n logN(γ0) 1
log(N(γ0))n/2+1
=
vol(Γ\H)n/2
‖α‖n 2n/2 log(T )n/2+1
∑
N(γ0)≤T
〈γ0, α〉n logN(γ0) +O(log(log(T ))),
This may be evaluated by (5.1). We find
Mn(T )→


(2m)!
m!2m
, if n = 2m,
0, otherwise.
We notice that the right-hand side coincides with the moments of the Gaussian
distribution. Hence by a classical result due to Fre´chet and Shohat (See [12], 11.4.C
) we may conclude that
P (XT ∈ [a, b])→ 1√
2π
∫ b
a
exp
(
−x
2
2
)
dx as T →∞.
This is almost Theorem 1.1. The only difference is that here we are only counting
the prime geodesics. Let µ > 0 be a lower bound for the lengths of the closed
geodesics on Γ\H. Define
φn(T ) =
∑
{γ}
N(γ)≤T
〈γ, α〉n
Πn(T ) =
∑
{γ0}
N(γ0)≤T
〈γ0, α〉n
i.e. the first sums over all conjugacy classes, while the second only over the prim-
itives. Since every conjugacy class may be written uniquely as the power of a
primitive one, we use 〈γm0 , α〉 = m 〈γ0, α〉 and N(γm0 ) = N(γ0)m to see that
(5.5) φn(T ) = Πn(T ) +
[log T/ logµ]∑
m=2
mnΠn(
m
√
T ).
The sum is clearly O((log T )n+1Πn(
2
√
T )). Using partial integration as above it is
not difficult to see that
(5.6) Πn(T ) ∼ 1
logT
∑
{γ0}
N(γ0)≤T
〈γ0, α〉n logN(γ0).
Hence by (5.5) and the bound on the sum we have also Πn(T ) ∼ φn(T ). Playing
the same trick backwards we find that (5.1) is true also if we sum over all conjugacy
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classes and not only primitive ones. Doing the same argument as that following
(5.1) we arrive at Theorem 1.1.
Remark 5.1. We conclude by remarking that we could have proved a distribution
result for the Poincare´ pairing between the homology classes and a fixed complex
holomorphics 1-form f(z)dz instead of a harmonic 1-form α. In this case the
combinatorics involved would become more difficult as one needs to introduce an
n-parameter family of character instead of χ(·, ǫ). One finds that if we define
[γ, f(z)dz] =
√
vol(Γ\H)
2 log(N(γ)) ‖f(z)dz‖2 〈γ, f(z)dz〉
and define the random variable YT with probability measure
(5.7) P (YT ∈ R) = #{{γ}|N(γ) ≤ T, [γ, f(z)dz] ∈ R}
#{{γ}|N(γ) ≤ T }
where R ⊆ C is a rectangle, then
P (YT ∈ R)→ 1
2π
∫
R
exp
(
−x
2 + y2
2
)
dxdy as T →∞.
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